
Specifies boundary dimensions of adapter sleeves with taper 1:12 and withdrawal sleeves with taper 1:12. This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition (ISO 2982-1:1995), which has been technically revised. ISO 2982-1:1995, Rolling bearings - Accessories - Part 1: Tapered sleeves assemblies with taper 1:12. This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition (ISO 2982-1:1995), which has been technically revised.

Dimensions for adapter sleeve assemblies and withdrawal sleeves ISO 2013 - All rights reserved.

5.2 Adapter sleeve assemblies with taper 1:12. This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition (ISO 2982-1:1995), which has been technically revised.

ISO 2982-1:2013 Bearing accessories - Designs for CARB toroidal roller bearings. The sleeves are slotted and have an external taper of 1:12. Up to size 40, the threaded section and there is a distributor accordance with ISO 2982-1:1995 except the.

Specifications boundary dimensions of adapter sleeves and withdrawal sleeves for rolling bearings and the outside diameter of suitable locknuts. Cancels and.
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